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Animal advocacy is a complex phenomenon. As a social movement encompassing diverse

moral stances and lifestyle choices, veganism and vegetarianism (veg*) are at its core, and

animal testing raises as a notably contentious issue within its members. This paper addresses

this critical topic. Employing data from an international quantitative survey conducted

between June and July 2021, our research explores how ethical vegans and vegetarians

responded during the COVID-19 crisis. By comparing the experiences and choices between

the two groups, we aimed to understand the variances in attitudes and behaviors in the face

of an ethical dilemma, highlighting the interplay between personal beliefs and social pres-

sures in times of a health crisis. Our findings reveal stark contrasts in how vegans and

vegetarians navigated the pandemic; vegans displayed less conformity yet experienced a

significant compromise of their ethical values, particularly in their overwhelming acceptance

of vaccination. This study enhances the field of veg* research and social movement studies by

exploring how a social crisis shapes members’ behaviors and perspectives. Our findings also

contribute to a better understanding of the challenges and prejudices that a minority group

such as vegans may face and how they cope with the pressure to go against the mainstream

at a time when society is polarized by a single discourse that goes against their moral values.
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Introduction

The enduring concern of animal experimentation sits at the
heart of the animal defense movement, propelled by the
humanitarian ethos established in the 19th century and the

principles of anti-speciesism that emerged in the 20th century. At
the same time, within the spectrum of animal advocacy, animal
testing is one of the most contentious issues due to the scarcity of
viable non-animal alternatives for drug testing and the broad
spectrum of stances within the movement. These range from
advocating for the outright abolition of animal testing to endor-
sing its restricted use under specific circumstances (Díaz, 2016;
Newton, 2013). Animal testing intersects with a deeply personal
and critical issue: human health.

The COVID-19 crisis, with its heavy reliance on preventive
pharmacological interventions developed through animal testing,
posed a profound ethical conundrum for animal advocates.
Confronted with this unprecedented challenge, we conducted an
exploratory study investigating how animal advocates navigated
this situation. To capture and picture their perspectives during
the COVID-19 2020–2021 period, we conducted an international
quantitative study of self-identified vegans and vegetarians
(hereafter also referred to as veg*), focusing primarily on their
reactions to the mass vaccination drive—the only pharmacolo-
gical measure against the crisis. We chose these two groups
because of the inherent challenge of engaging with a diverse,
dynamic, and evolving community. This choice aimed to
encompass a breadth of animal advocates whose ethical stances
might have been tested by the crisis. Moreover, contrasting these
two communities provided a valuable comparative analysis,
shedding light on the intricacies within the current animal
defense movement.

Since the development of COVID-19 vaccines required animal
testing by law, it left no compassionate alternatives that respected
the interests of animals (Pruski, 2021). Simultaneously, massive
media coverage following authorities and governmental organi-
zations was deployed on the situation and measures (Krawczyk
et al., 2021). In this context, it was reasonable to think that
members of the veg* community, especially vegans, were at an
ethical crossroads for facing the potential moral dilemma of
choosing between safeguarding animals and protecting humanity.

This study offers a nuanced exploration of the moral quand-
aries confronted by the vegan and vegetarian community during a
worldwide health crisis. Moreover, it illuminates the broader
question of moral decision-making within groups whose values
deviate from the mainstream, revealing the intricate interplay
among personal convictions, societal pressures, and ethical con-
siderations in times of unparalleled challenge.

Before presenting our findings, we will first delineate the dis-
tinctions between vegetarianism and veganism, focusing mainly
on their stances regarding animal testing, describing the role of
animal experimentation in the COVID-19 solution, and the social
and media pressure during the period. Subsequently, we elaborate
on our methodological approach. The article concludes with a
discussion of our findings, exploring the broader implications of
the COVID-19 crisis for the vegetarian and vegan communities.

Vegetarian and vegan views on animal testing. Contemporary
vegetarianism has served as an umbrella term encompassing a
variety of philosophical stances and dietary practices, each deli-
neating varying degrees of animal product exclusion. This broad
category encompasses those who identify as vegetarians yet
engage in occasional meat consumption, as well as pescatarians
and diverse classifications of ovo-lacto-vegetarians (Beardsworth
and Keil, 1991; Beardsworth and Bryman, 1999; Jabs et al., 2000;
Janda and Trocchia, 2001). However, the most holistic form of

vegetarianism is “veganism,” sometimes referred to as authentic
or proper vegetarianism (Willetts, 1997, p. 117) or strict vege-
tarianism (Rothgerber, 2014a). Introduced in 1944, the term
veganism was initially intended to be distinguished from vege-
tarianism to cover a broader ethical philosophy that advocates
living without harming, exploiting, or using nonhuman animals
in any way (Díaz and Horta, 2020; The Vegan Society, 2022).

The literature has often confused vegetarianism with veganism
without distinguishing between these distinct philosophies and
lifestyles. However, their distinct identity is now increasingly
recognized and supported by both theoretical and empirical
research, highlighting the need for nuanced investigation of these
separate phenomena (Kalof et al., 1999; Knight et al., 2004; Meng,
2009; Okamoto, 2001; Pribis et al., 2010; Povey et al., 2001;
Rothgerber, 2014a). In addition, previous studies have highlighted
the importance of paying attention to the underlying motivations
that drive individuals towards these choices when studying veg*
communities.

Both vegetarianism and veganism can be adopted for a variety
of reasons. Traditionally, vegetarianism has been associated with
health and personal well-being, and contemporary research
supports that health remains one of the main reasons for its
adoption (Fox and Ward, 2008; Hargreaves et al., 2021; Hopwood
et al., 2020; Salehi et al., 2023). As for veganism, although a
significant and growing number of people are adopting vegan
dietary practices because of health benefits and, to a lesser extent,
environmental concerns (Giraud, 2021; Janssen et al., 2016;
Oliver, 2023; Peggs, 2020), its origin and practice are deeply
rooted in animal rights and anti-speciesism movements (e.g.,
Díaz and Horta, 2020; Ploll and Stern, 2020). These fundamental
tenets of “ethical veganism” bring animal advocacy to the
forefront (BBC, 2020; Diaz, 2016, 2017a, 2017b; Panizza, 2020;
Ruby, 2012) and have given way to what is now also known as
“political veganism,” a stance that actively challenges “the routine
harms created by social structures and systems […]; and which is
conceived as a form of collective activism” (Cochrane and
Cojocaru, 2022, p. 60; Kalte, 2020). It is also argued that veganism
aligns with social justice principles, often associated with
progressive or left-wing ideologies (Díaz, 2012, 2018; Dickstein
et al., 2022). In the literature, it is crucial to distinguish between
“ethical” vegetarians and vegans—who prioritize animal welfare
and animal rights—and other figures, such as the “health
conscious”, who are primarily guided by personal health benefits
(Rozin et al., 1997).

Agreeing on definitive descriptions for veganism and vegetar-
ianism presents its challenges. Despite this, it is widely acknowl-
edged that both communities are united by shared moral values;
most notably, a concern for animal welfare that varies in degree
(Lund et al., 2016). These shared values have faced challenges,
particularly when intersecting with health concerns, as seen
during the Covid-19 crisis. The comparative analysis of the vegan
and vegetarian communities enhances our understanding of the
animal advocacy movement. This comparison becomes especially
crucial in the context of animal experimentation, illuminating the
process of moral decision-making in situations that test people’s
foundational values. While vegetarians may have diverse views on
animal experimentation, it is not a defining characteristic of the
vegetarian ethic as defined by the Vegetarian Society (https://
vegsoc.org/lifestyle/). Vegetarians tend to adopt a “usoanimalis-
tic” approach, focusing primarily on dietary choices (Díaz,
2017b). In contrast, veganism encompasses a broader ethical
commitment that goes beyond dietary choices and rejects all
forms of animal use—including in products and services—with
animal testing being a defining concern within vegan ethics (The
Vegan Society, 2022; Díaz, 2017b).
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Animal experimentation is a very sensitive and controversial
issue in society in general and, especially, in the veg* community1

(Greenebaum, 2012; Pruski, 2021). There is a lack of literature
comparing vegans and vegetarians in terms of their concerns
about animal testing, but some research has already suggested a
significant difference. For instance, vegans surveyed by Ploll and
Stern (2020, p. 3259) self-reported a statistically higher level of
animal-friendly behavior than vegetarians (and all other respon-
dents) about animal testing and animal-based ingredients in their
consumption of cosmetics. On the other hand, Miguel (2021) has
shown that the UK Vegan Society’s labeling is stricter for
products tested on animals than for food, confirming the
differential nature of veganism in this respect.

Other empirical studies have provided evidence to support
notable discrepancies between vegans and vegetarians that may
impact how they perceive animal experimentation. For instance,
research indicates that vegans harbor more favorable attitudes
towards animals, perceive a more significant similarity between
humans and other species, and attribute a broader range of
emotional and cognitive capacities to nonhuman animals
compared to vegetarians (e.g., Filippi et al., 2010; Rothgerber,
2014a). Furthermore, vegans tend to express stronger condemna-
tion of animal killing and experience higher guilt associated with
such practices when juxtaposed with vegetarians (Ruby and
Heine, 2011). Regarding emotional responses, vegans show
elevated levels of disgust and sensitivity towards the consumption
of animals, along with greater empathy for animal suffering
(Rothgerber, 2014b; Rothgerber, 2015). Lastly, veganism is usually
associated with a greater emphasis on nonhuman animal
advocacy (Hoffman et al., 2013; Piazza et al., 2015).

Animal experimentation and discrimination in COVID-19.
More than 192.1 million nonhuman animals are used in research
worldwide every year on average, according to estimations (“Facts
and Figures on Animal Testing”, n.d.). However, the exact
number is unknown due to the lack of transparency by both
regulators and experimenters. Mice, rats, and other rodents are
used the most, yet many other species—such as cats, dogs, horses,
birds, pigs, fishes, sheeps2, goats, reptiles, and nonhuman pri-
mates—are also used in experiments devised by scientists and
approved by public and private scientific committees under strict
rules of confidentiality. In these experiments, nonhumans are
used in several types of research. Among the most common are
basic research (e.g., genetics, developmental biology, behavioral
studies), applied research (e.g., biomedical research, xeno-
transplantation), drug and toxicology testing, education research
(mainly at universities), breeding research (genetic selection), and
defense research (by governments and the military). Details of the
practices to which they are subjected (e.g., smoke inhalation,
ingestion of chemicals, infection with disease, brain damage) are
often kept secret from the public, who are increasingly sensitive to
cruelty to animals. However, occasionally, information about
research involving animals that humans are fonder of—such as
dogs and cats—and leaks of malpractice reach the media (e.g.,
Kassam and Grover, 2021).

At least since Ancient Greece, animal research has been used
for scientific and medical purposes (Guerrini, 2022). However,
controversy about the efficacy of animals as research models for
human medicine is high at present, with strong evidence
showing very poor results from the animal model due to
methodological, scientific, and technical problems (Akhtar,
2012a, 2012b, 2015; Herrmann and Jayne, 2019; Knight, 2011;
Leyton, 2019)3. Despite this, animal experimentation is
currently compulsory worldwide by law or de facto for drugs
and toxicology, being authorized by regulators before any

human test is conducted and launched into the market (Knight,
2011; Leyton, 2019)4.

Animal testing has particularly been a critical component of
vaccine development. Since Jenner, at the end of the 18th century,
animals have been used as potential models for human infectious
diseases (Gerdts et al., 2007). Mainly since Pasteur, during the
19th century, animal pathogens have been used attenuated or as
vectors in vaccines, and researchers have been experimenting
with the transmission of different pathogens to different animal
species and between individuals of different animal species. In
addition, most vaccines have been developed using small animals
like rodents as test subjects—so-called “‘models” by the industry,
animals that the industry makes sick to test drugs on them.
However, studying and testing on larger animals, including
calves, horses, sheep, pigs, guinea pigs, and nonhuman primates,
has also become common. Sometimes, their body parts or body
fluids are used for scientific purposes. For instance, for the last 70
years, the most common way of manufacturing flu vaccines has
used hens’ eggs (“How Flu Vaccines are Made”, n.a.).

The technology most used for COVID-19 inoculations
(messenger RNA-based, or mRNA) does not use attenuated
pathogens anymore, but animal experimentation has also played
an important role in these drugs. The mRNA technology has been
researched in laboratories since at least 1990, including nonhu-
man animals in the different stages of research (Pardi et al., 2018).
Scientists also conducted specific animal tests with, at least mice
and nonhuman primates in the preclinical phase of the specific
preparations marketed for COVID-19 (NIAID Now, 2021).
Therefore, even if the animal trials for the COVID-19 mRNA
vaccines were faster than usual (because there were no long-term
studies) and thus fewer animals were used for shorter periods,
these drugs still involved the testing and killing of a considerable
number of small and large animals over more than two decades.

Some authors point out that this crisis has brought some
(apparently) positive results for animals; for example, the increase
in the number of “companion animal” guardians, mainly to
alleviate social isolation measures during this crisis (with some
associated market booms) (see on this van Wyk, 2022). However,
the period has also brought an escalation of prejudice, neglect,
abuse, and the killing of animals, along with an increase in
speciesism, which undoubtedly challenges vegan values. For
instance, the COVID-19 crisis involved the mistreatment of
animals in ways other than experimentation that are likely to
concern vegans and animal rights advocates; amongst the most
important is the augmented prejudice raised against some free-
living animals (Bittel, 2020), “companion” animals (Zhang et al.,
2020; Berry, 2020; Feng, 2021), captive animals (Haworth, 2020),
or farmed animals (Kesslen, 2020).

Veg* philosophies and lifestyles are increasingly common in
Western societies, but people who embrace them remain a source
of stigma (Rosenfeld and Tomiyama, 2020; Vandermoere et al.,
2019). As MacInnis and Hodson (2017) point out, it is
paradoxical that vegetarians and vegans become the subject
target of bias or prejudice even though they do less harm to
animals and the environment. Veg* individuals are seen as
“symbolic threats”, understood as “intangible threats to an
ingroup’s beliefs, values, attitudes, or moral standards” (p. 724).
Furthermore, research on perceptions of the veg* community by
the non-veg* community shows that vegans experience more
prejudice and discrimination than vegetarians (MacInnis and
Hodson, 2017; Judge and Wilson, 2019). The media often
contributes to exacerbating this view. For example, Cole and
Morgan (2011), who studied the representation of veganism in
UK newspapers, found that veganism was portrayed as “contrary
to common sense” because it fell outside the dominant discourses
on animal exploitation. Not only did the newspapers tend to
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discredit veganism, but vegans were also stereotyped as “ascetics,
faddists, sentimentalists, or in some cases, hostile extremists” (p.
134). The authors refer to this pejorative discourse as “vegapho-
bia”: a cultural reproduction of speciesism that helps mask and
perpetuate the exploitation of nonhuman animals while margin-
alizing veganism and vegans (Cole, 2015). From a philosophical
stance, Horta (2018) has also labeled the bias against vegans as an
unjustified “second-order discrimination, that is, discrimination
against those who oppose another (first-order) form of
discrimination” (p. 1).

This backdrop of misunderstanding and hostility towards the
veg* individuals set the stage for the challenges presented during
the COVID-19 crisis. General vaccination coverage varied widely
from 62% to 82% (proportion of people with a complete initial
protocol) (Our World in Data, n.d.). However, specific data on
vegan vaccination rates—globally or by country—is notably
absent, which leaves a gap in our understanding of how this
community navigated the pandemic’s unique ethical landscape.
During our studied 2020–2021 period, the moral dilemma posed
by animal-tested COVID-19 vaccines framed the veg* commu-
nity within a complex media narrative by subjecting their choices
to intense scrutiny within broader public health discourse and
highlighting an ethical quandary more acute for vegans than for
vegetarians. Vegans are often depicted as grappling with the
moral implications of receiving vaccines tested on animals. They
are frequently mentioned in this context and sometimes
portrayed in a pejorative light, with descriptors such as
“dogmatic,” “ultra-pedantic,” and “no different than a blindly
partisan Trump follower who would rather harm their country
than lose a political fight” (Catalunya Press, 2021; Bramble, 2021;
Herzog, 2022; Sun, 2021).

Nevertheless, public discourse from vegans primarily reflects a
neutral or pro-vaccination stance (Sainz, 2021; De la Paz, 2021;
Turner, 2021). Influential figures within the vegan community
have promoted vaccination, often sharing their own vaccination
experiences on social media (Nelson, 2022) and participating in
advocacy campaigns (Esselstyn Family Foundation, 2021). At the
same time, many dissenting opinions received no media coverage,
as in the case of the summit of critical vegans discussing
vaccination (Worldwide Vegan Summit for Truth and Freedom,
2022), whereas individual vegans supporting vaccination
(Francione, 2020; Singer, 2021) were given visibility in the media
worldwide. For instance, Singer (2021) did not refer to the cost of
the vaccine to animals and asserted that the COVID-19 vaccine
should be mandatory. In this context, some vegetarians requested
vegans to make an exception and avoid “extremism” (e.g.,
Bramble, 2021; Davis, 2021; Enerio, 2021; Sun, 2021). This public
pressure on vegans was intensified with the publicized statements
of key vegan organizations, such as PETA (Sachkova, 2021),
Animal Aid (“COVID-19 Vaccines and Veganism”, 2021), and
The Vegan Society (“Vegan Society response to COVID-19
vaccine”, 2020); PETA explicitly recommended vegans to get
vaccinated to preserve the health of others and their own health
to continue defending animals, and the same idea is evident in the
Vegan Society’s official statement on the COVID-19 vaccine.

This context provides fertile ground for academic inquiry. As
far as the authors know, only a few studies on veganism and
COVID-19 have been published to date. Most of these studies
have focused on examining consumption trends and perceptions
of veganism (Loh et al., 2021; Park and Kim, 2022; You, 2020;
Tumanyan, 2021) or vegan food and products (Dinh and
Siegfried, 2023; Lee and Kwon, 2022). On the other hand, Pruski
(2021), a clinical scientist, recalls the legitimate safety and
conscience concerns about vaccination and cites vegans as an
example of a morally committed community that does not agree
with animal testing. However, none of these studies specifically

address attitudes, experiences, and opinions or focus on animal
testing. Similarly, none of these studies examine possible
differences between vegans and vegetarians about vaccination
and other measures taken during the COVID-19 crisis.

The current study. This study delves into the intricate moral
conundrum ethical vegans and ethical vegetarians (hereafter,
vegans and vegetarians) faced during the COVID-19 crisis. By
comparing the experiences and choices between the two groups,
we aim to understand the variances in attitudes and behaviors in
the face of a global ethical dilemma, highlighting the interplay
between personal beliefs and social pressures in times of a health
crisis. Specifically, the study focuses on analyzing possible dif-
ferences between self-proclaimed vegans and vegetarians on (1)
attitudes and behavior towards vaccination; (2) attitudes towards
COVID-19 Certificate, also known as “the Green Certificate” or
“the Green Passport”, as proof of vaccination to facilitate free
movement between countries; (3) the level of trust towards dif-
ferent groups about decisions made regarding COVID-19; (4) the
sources of information used to learn about COVID-19; (5) the
perceived level of censorship of information about COVID-19;
and (6) the level of stress encountered during 2020 and 2021. In
addition, we studied the extent to which being vegan or vege-
tarian, and the factors mentioned above affected the uptake of the
COVID-19 vaccine.

Our starting point was that vegans and vegetarians might
exhibit different attitudes and behaviors toward various COVID-
19-related issues based on distinctions identified in existing
literature. Particularly concerning COVID-19 vaccination, which
involved animal testing, we hypothesized a significant divergence
in acceptance rates between vegans and vegetarians, with the
former being less likely to accept vaccination. Additionally, we
anticipated potential disparities between the two groups regarding
their trust in social actors (such as the media), their choice of
information sources, and their perceptions of information
censorship during the pandemic. These expectations stem from
the perception of veganism as the “most radical” stance within the
veg* community and its minority status in a predominantly non-
vegan society. It stands to reason that vegans might exhibit more
skepticism, critique, or detachment from conventional informa-
tion channels and societal institutions. However, we do not
formulate specific hypotheses on these aspects—or the level of
stress suffered by the two groups—given the unprecedented
nature of the COVID-19 crisis and the paucity of research in
this area.

Method
Questionnaire. The study used a structured, non-randomized
online survey available in English or Spanish. Data were collected
between June and July 2021. In addition to sociodemographic
data (age, gender, country of residence, educational level,
employment status, and political ideology), the survey included
questions related to the following issues:

● Lifestyle/philosophy of life: Participants were asked to
indicate which option seemed most appropriate to describe
their current lifestyle/philosophy: vegan, vegetarian, ovo-
vegetarian, lacto-vegetarian, ovo-lacto vegetarian, flexitar-
ian, pescatarian, plant-based diet, or others (presented as
an open question).

● Motivations for maintaining the lifestyle/philosophy of life:
On a 5-point Likert scale, participants rated the relevance
of the following motivations to maintaining their veg*
lifestyle/philosophy of life: animal defense, environment,
health, beauty, climate change, personal circle, spirituality,
religion, and disgust.
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● Rejection and acceptance of animal use: Participants rated
their acceptance of the use of animals in experimentation,
food, entertainment, and fashion using a 5-point Likert
scale, ranging from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly agree”.
The variable was also used to determine the differential
stance between vegans and vegetarians on the use of
animals, with a particular focus on experimentation.

● COVID-19: This section covered a variety of questions
related to vaccination: doses received, motivations, opi-
nions on mandatory vaccination, and possession of a
COVID-19 passport (hereafter referred to as a green
passport). The types of questions varied: some were
dichotomous (e.g., “Have you received the COVID-19
vaccine? 1. no; 2. yes”), others offered multiple choices (e.g.,
“I have not been vaccinated…. 1. but I plan to do it as soon
as possible”). Some questions allowed for multiple
responses, with an open question (e.g., “If vaccinated, the
main reasons are…: own health protection”). For some
questions, a 5-point Likert scale was used (e.g., “Please rate
your agreement with the statement: “COVID-19 vaccina-
tion should be compulsory for all citizens”, where 1 means
“strongly disagree” and 5 means “strongly agree”).

● Trust: We measured participants’ trust in different social
actors during COVID-19 using a single 5-point Likert scale
question: “Please rate your confidence that the following
institutions will perform adequately during COVID-19”.
There were eight categories: “Intergovernmental Institu-
tions (WHO, agencies, etc.)”; “Government Institutions
(state, federal, local, etc.)”; “Media”; “Pharmaceutical
companies”; “Non-pharmaceutical companies”; “NGOs”;
“Scientists”; “Healthcare professionals”. This question was
designed according to the Trust Barometer methodology
used globally by the independent communications firm
Edelman Trust Institute (2021) for the past two decades.

● Source of information: We measured this variable with two
5-point Likert scale questions, one on general topics and
one on COVID-19: “How often do you use the listed
sources to get general news?” And “How often have you
used the listed sources to get updates related to COVID-19
(developments, vaccines, etc.)?”. Sources of information
included: “Traditional media (both print and digital
associated with large media groups)”; “Alternative media
(both print and digital not associated with large media
groups)”; “Social networks (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,
etc.)”; “Private chats (WhatsApp, Telegram, etc.)”; “Perso-
nal networks (family, friends, etc.)”; “Experts (sociologists,
psychologists, political scientists, doctors, philosophers,
etc.)”; and “Other.”

● Stress: We asked participants to evaluate in two 5-point
Likert scale questions the level of stress they suffered,
respectively, during 2020 and at the time of responding to
the questionnaire, 2021.

Procedure and sample. The online survey, hosted on the website
[details omitted for double-anonymized peer review] and admi-
nistered through EncuestaFacil.com, was disseminated through
vegetarian communities (e.g., animal protection groups), social
networks (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Reddit) and the
researchers’ networks. We also used snowball sampling, asking
participants to distribute the survey among their veg* contacts.
The resulting data were analyzed for missing entries, outliers, and
errors, and problematic data were excluded. As a result of this
analysis, the initial sample of 1073 individuals was reduced to 936
persons. Of this sub-sample, 66% declared themselves vegans,
27% vegetarians (ovo-vegetarians, lacto-vegetarians, and ovo-

lacto-vegetarians), 3% pescatarians, 2% plant-based diet, and 2%
flexitarians. However, the final sample used for the analysis in this
study consisted of 853 individuals as a result of applying two
selection steps. First, flexitarians, pescatarians, and plant-based
were excluded; the first two figures include animal consumption,
and the last one remains ambiguous in the literature. Secondly,
the analysis was specifically tailored to focus on individuals
committed to veganism or vegetarianism for ethical reasons.
Consequently, participants who did not identify animal protec-
tion as “important” or “very important”—using a 5-point Likert
scale—as a reason for their dietary choices were excluded from
the study.

Our final sample (n= 853) included a vegan sample of 66%
(n= 587) and a vegetarian sample of 34% (n= 266). Regarding
gender, 69% identified themselves as “women”, 27% as “men”,
and 4% as “other”, with an average age of 36.7 years—37.6 years
for vegans and 34.8 years for vegetarians. Almost all participants
were highly educated. They predominantly identified with
progressive, socialist, or anarchist political ideologies and
supported feminist and environmentalist causes. Over half were
paid-employed (see Table 1 for more detailed sample demo-
graphics). The sample boasted an international profile, with
participants spanning 48 nations, primarily from Spain (53%) and

Table 1 Socio-demographic and lifestyle variables of
respondents (n= 853).

Total (%) VGN (%) VGT (%)

Gender Women 69 66 74
Men 27 29 23
Other 4 4 3

Education No formal
education

0 0 0

Primary (up to 12
years)

0 1 0

Secondary (up to
16 years)

2 2 2

Post-compulsory 18 17 19
Graduate 62 62 61
Ph.D. 18 18 18

Political
ideologies

Conservative 1 1 0
Christian
Democratic

0 0 0

Liberal 9 8 4
Progressist 19 17 7
Social Democrat 8 7 3
Socialist 15 13 6
Communist 9 8 3
Anarchist 14 15 2
Nationalist 1 1 0
Apolitical 6 6 2
Feminist 41 43 12
Ecologist 33 35 9

Occupation Temporary
employee

16 18 14

Employed
indefinitely

41 40 44

Self-employed 14 16 10
Unemployed with
subsidy

3 3 2

Unemployed
without subsidy

7 4 8

Student 15 14 18
Retired 2 2 2
Inactive 2 2 2

n= 853; nVGN= 587; nVGT= 266.
VGN vegans, VGT vegetarians.
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the United States (15%). Notable representations also came from
the United Kingdom (4%), Canada, Germany, Switzerland,
Argentina (3% each), and smaller percentages (2%) from other
countries, Austria, Australia, Portugal, and Mexico. Other
participants came from Belgium, Colombia, Italy, India, Ireland,
and the Netherlands, each representing 1%. All other nations
accounted for less than 1% each. Given the strategy to collect the
data, it should be noted that the results cannot be deemed
statistically representative of the entire veg* community.

Analytical strategy. Due to the non-normal distribution in most
cases, non-parametric tests were used in the analyses. Specifically,
Spearman’s tests were used to study correlations between vari-
ables, while Chi-square and Mann–Whitney tests (with Bonfer-
roni correction) were used to examine differences between vegan
and vegetarian groups. Finally, binomial logistic regression was
performed to assess the impact of the main factors studied,
including vegetarianism or veganism, on vaccination decisions.
Before analyzing COVID-19-related differences between vegans
and vegetarians, we examined whether their views on the use of
animals differed. As Table 2 indicates, both groups showed sig-
nificant differences in all items, with a p < 0.001 and an effect size
ranging from low to moderate. Vegans showed a more critical
attitude towards all uses of animals. Using animals in experi-
mentation is the least rejected for both groups when comparing
all the uses included in the study.

Results
Attitudes, behavior, and reasons regarding vaccination
Differences in attitudes towards vaccination. The descriptive
analysis of participants’ attitudes towards vaccines in 2021 (the
time of the survey) revealed that the majority considered the
vaccine safe or very safe for humans (68%) and effective or very
effective against COVID-19 (71%). When we compared the
attitudes of vegans and vegetarians concerning these attributes,
we found that vegans rated them more negatively (see Table 3). In
the case of safety, 64% of vegans versus 77% of vegetarians

considered it “safe” or “very safe”; in contrast, 11% of vegans and
6% of vegetarians rated it “not very” or “not at all safe”. As for the
vaccine’s efficacy, 66% of vegans vs. 82% of vegetarians con-
sidered it “effective or very effective”. In comparison, 10% of
vegans vs. 5% of vegetarians perceived it as “not very” or “not at
all effective”. However, the Mann–Whitney U-test indicated that
the only significant difference (with a p= 0.025) was in the case
of safety.

We also looked more closely at the group that chose the “don’t
know enough” (DK) option about the attributes of safety (12% of
the total sample) and vaccine efficacy (8% of the total sample).
When comparing the two groups, we found that more vegans
(13% for safety and 10% for efficacy) than vegetarians (10% and
3%, respectively) had chosen that option. However, these
differences were significant for the assessment of vaccine efficacy
(χ2(1, N= 68)= 12.98, p < 0.001) but not for vaccine safety (χ2(1,
N= 101)= 2.30, p= 0.129).

When participants were asked about their views on mandatory
vaccination against COVID-19, 41% of all participants agreed or
strongly agreed with the measure. Comparing this attitude
between the two groups, a more positive assessment was observed
among vegetarians. On the one hand, 37% of vegans versus 51%
of vegetarians accepted the measure (with 12% and 23%,
respectively, responding “very agree”); on the other hand, 45%
of vegans versus 26% of vegetarians rejected it (with 25% and
11%, respectively being “strongly disagree”). The Mann–Whitney
U test confirmed these differences as statistically significant (see
Table 3).

Regarding the possible implementation of the Green Passport,
52% of the sample considered it appropriate. Again, differences
were observed when comparing the two groups: 48% of vegans
and 60% of vegetarians agreed with its implementation (21% vs.
33% answered “strongly agree”); at the same time, 30% of vegans
and 128% of vegetarians disagreed (19% and 11% respectively
chose “strongly disagree”). The Mann–Whitney U-test confirmed
that these differences were statistically significant (see Table 3).

We also examined the “don’t know enough” (DK) option on
the Green Passport implementation. In this case, we also found

Table 2 Attitudes towards different uses of animals.

VGN M (SD) VGT M (SD) p-value Effect size

Animal use Food 1.09 (0.42) 1.50 (0.69) <0.001 0.35
Experimentation 1.26 (0.58) 1.86 (0.94) <0.001 0.38
Entertainment 1.08 (0.41) 1.29 (0.65) <0.001 0.15
Fashion 1.07 (0.40) 1.27 (0.60) <0.001 0.16

Comparison between vegan and vegetarian groups (means and standard deviation and p-value).
n= 853; nVGN= 587; nVGT= 266. Likert scale of 5 points, with 1 indicating “Strongly disagree” and 5, “Strongly agree”. Mann–Whitney U test. Effect size r= <0.3 (low); r= >0.3 < 0.5 (moderate);
r= >0.5 (high).
VGN vegans, VGT vegetarians.

Table 3 Attitudes towards vaccine and other vaccination-related issues.

Total VGN VGT p-value Effect size

M (SD) M (SD) M (SD)

Vac. Safe 4.29 (1.25) 4.21 (1.32) 4.45 (1.08) 0.025 0.09
Vac. Effective 4.13 (1.13) 4.11 (1.21) 4.18 (0.92) 0.747 0.01
Vac. Mandatory 2.96 (1.37) 2.79 (1.36) 3.35 (1.29) <0.001 0.23
Green Passport 3.60 (1.57) 3.44 (1.59) 3.95 (1.46) <0.001 0.19

Comparison between Vegan and Vegetarian Groups (means, standard deviation, and p-values).
n= 679 (exclude those participants who choose the option “I don’t know enough to answer”); nVGN= 464; nNVGT= 215. Likert scale of 5 points with 1 indicating “Strongly disagree” and 5 “Strongly
agree”. Mann–Whitney U test. Effect size r= 0.10 (small); r= 0.30 (medium); r= 0.5 (large).
VGN vegans, VGT vegetarians, Vac. Safe the vaccine is safe for humans, Vac. Effective the vaccine is effective against COVID-19, Vac. Mandatory vaccination should be mandatory for everyone, Green
passport Green Passport should be mandatory.
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that more vegans (13% and 10% for safety and effectiveness,
respectively) than vegetarians (10% and 3%) chose DK. However,
the difference was not significant (χ2(1, N= 74)= 1.06,
p= 0.303).

We conducted a correlation analysis to explore the relationship
between the four variables. We found strong and significant
correlations between them for both groups (slightly stronger
among vegans) (see Table 12 in Annex). Lastly, we also observe
positive and significant correlations between the DK options. We
found an association between vaccine safety and effectiveness
(rho= 0.51, p < 0.001) as well as Green Passport with vaccine
safety (rho= 0.11, p < 0.001) and effectiveness (rho= 0.12,
p < 0.001).

Differences in behavior toward vaccination. Of all the participants,
85% reported being vaccinated against COVID-19 at least once.
However, this percentage varied significantly between the two
groups, with a lower proportion among vegans (82%) than
vegetarians (94%) (χ2(1, N= 853)= 21.1, p < 0.001).

When examining the average number of doses received by
participants in more detail, we found differences between the
two groups (see Table 4). Specifically, although most respon-
dents reported receiving two doses (73%), the percentage was
significantly lower among vegans (69%) than among vegetar-
ians (81%). We also analyzed the vaccinated individuals’
intention to receive additional booster doses (see Table 4).
Data show that participants’ attitudes varied depending on
whether they considered receiving a second, third, or sub-
sequent dose. For instance, among those who had already
received two doses, over 70% were willing to receive a third
dose if necessary; however, only 3% expressed a willingness to
receive a fourth dose. When comparing the two groups, we

found no significant differences in the willingness to receive
subsequent doses after the first shot (see Table 4). However, the
findings regarding the number of doses received should be
interpreted with caution due to potential variations in health
recommendations, protocols, and vaccine brands, both between
and within countries.

Among the unvaccinated (15% of the total sample), most
participants reported not intending to receive any doses; this
percentage was significantly higher among vegetarians. A
significant difference was also observed for the option “I am still
evaluating the possibility of getting vaccinated”, where the
percentage was higher among vegans (see Table 5).

Differences in reasons for vaccination. In the total sample, three
reasons appear as the most relevant for participants to be vacci-
nated: the feeling of “social responsibility”; “the desire to protect
significant others (e.g. family, friends) as well as people in vul-
nerable situations”; and “the desire to safeguard their own health”
(Table 6). It should be noted that participants could choose a
maximum of three motives.

When comparing the vegan and vegetarian groups concern-
ing these motives, we found significant differences in “protec-
tion of the significant others and vulnerable people (e.g.,
family, friends)” as well as in “protection of one’s health.” In
both cases, the vegetarian sample indicated higher values (see
Table 6).

To better understand the differences between the two groups in
their decision-making regarding vaccination, we asked them to
rate their agreement level on six questions related to vaccination,
their lifestyle/philosophy, and animal welfare. As summarized in
Table 7, the data revealed significant differences in all questions.
First, a higher percentage of vegans (46%) than vegetarians (21%)

Table 4 Differences between vegans and vegetarians in the number of doses received and willingness to receive subsequent
doses of COVID-19 vaccine.

Doses received and willingness to receive subsequent doses Total (%) VGN (%) VGT (%) p-value Effect size

Number of doses received 0 dose 15 18 7 <0.001 0.15
1 dose 10 10 9 0.745 0.01
2 doses 73 69 81 <0.001 0.12
3 doses 3 3 3 0.501 0.02
5 doses 0.1 0 0.1 – –

1 dose received & I would get a 2nd if needed 7 6 7 0.866 0.01
I would NOT take any more 2 3 1 0.111 0.06

2 doses received & I would take a 3rd if needed 69 68 73 0.151 0.05
I would NOT take any more 15 17 12 0.142 0.05

3 doses or more received & I would take more if needed 3 3 4 0.394 0.03
I would NOT take any more 0.4 1 0 0.210 0.05

n= 726; nVGN= 477; nVGT= 249. Chi-square. Effect size ⌀= 0.10 (small); ⌀= 0.30 (medium); ⌀= 0.5 (large).
VGN vegans, VGT vegetarians.

Table 5 Differences between unvaccinated vegans and vegetarians regarding the intention of receiving a dose of COVID-19
vaccine.

Intention of vaccinate Total (%) VGN (%) VGT(%) p-value Effect size

I have no intention of vaccinating 65 65 67 0.002 0.10
I would vaccinate if I had no other choice
or I am forced to

14 13 20 0.345 0.03

I am still evaluating the possibility of been vaccinating 16 18 7 0.018 0.08
I would vaccinate as soon as I can. 1 1 0 0.441 0.03

n= 125; nVGN= 108; nVGT= 17. Chi-square; Effect size ⌀= 0.10 (small); ⌀= 0.30 (medium); ⌀= 0.5 (large).
VGN vegans, VGT vegetarians.
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believed that vaccination was not coherent with their lifestyle/
philosophy. Additionally, 11% of vegans and 21% of vegetarians
stated that they “did not think about its coherence.” It should be
noted that this variable correlated positively and significantly with
the attitudes towards mandatory vaccination (rho= 0.40;
p < 0.001). Specifically, the less they considered the consistency
of vaccination with their values, the more they supported
mandatory vaccination.

Second, a higher percentage of vegans indicated that their
lifestyle/philosophy had a significant influence on their vaccina-
tion decision; specifically, 12% of vegans, compared to 5% of
vegetarians, stated that their veganism or vegetarianism influ-
enced their decision quite a lot, while 50% of vegans and 70% of
vegetarians responded that it did not influence their decision at
all.

Third, vegans are less likely than vegetarians to accept the idea
that vaccine testing on animals was done for a good cause or the
common good (12% vs. 32%, respectively). Furthermore, vegans
—compared to vegetarians—are more likely to recognize that
vaccination involves animal suffering (80% versus 49%) and to
express that they took this suffering into account in their
decision-making process regarding vaccination (55% vs. 19%,
respectively).

Lastly, the data revealed that a more significant proportion of
vegans (4%) than vegetarians (1%) attempted to compensate for
the perceived suffering associated with the COVID-19 vaccine by
donating to various causes, such as sanctuaries or alternative
animal testing centers (χ2(1, N= 852)= 7.82, p= 0.005; ⌀= 0.10).

Differences in trust, the use of sources of information, cen-
sorship, and stress during COVID-19 crisis. We also examined
possible differences in four variables that could influence veg*
decisions and experiences during the period: (1) the level of
trust in various social actors; (2) the use of different sources of

information on COVID-19-related issues; (3) the perception of
information censorship during the COVID-19 crisis; and (4)
the level of stress in 2020 and 2021. Tables 8 and 9 summarize
the results.

As for assessing the performance of the different social actors
during the COVID-19 crisis, we found that healthcare—followed
by scientists—was the best rated, while the media was the worst
rated by the entire sample. When comparing vegans and
vegetarians in this assessment, the data show that vegetarians
were significantly more positive about the decisions made by four
actors that were key during the crisis: healthcare, scientists,
intergovernmental institutions, and pharmaceutical companies.

Regarding the different sources of information consumed to
keep up to date, the Mann–Whitney U-test revealed two
significant differences between the two groups (see Table 9).
First, vegetarians consumed significantly more information from
traditional media than vegans, both for information on COVID-
19 issues and world events in general. Second, vegetarians relied
more on information from their close circle to keep them
informed about COVID-19 issues.

Additionally, the analyses showed that vegans significantly
considered that there was more censorship of information about
COVID-19 than vegetarians; however, this result should be taken
with great caution given the p-value so close to the cut-off point.
Finally, we compared the perceived stress levels of the two groups
during 2020 and 2021. The man Whitney U-test revealed that
vegetarians felt more stressed than vegans, but the difference was
only significant for 2020.

Finally, we compared the perceived stress levels of the two
groups during 2020 and 2021. The man Whitney U-test revealed
that vegetarians felt more stressed than vegans, but the difference
was only significant for 2020. It should be noted that higher levels
of perceived stress and, especially, higher levels of censorship
were positively and significantly related to being vaccinated
([stress2020] χ2(4, N= 645)= 0.26, p < 0.001; [stress2021]

Table 6 Motives to vaccinate: a comparison between vegans and vegetarians.

Main reasons Total (%) VGN (%) VGT (%) p-value Effect size

For social responsibility 52 51 54 0.531 0.02
Protect significant other & vulnerable people 46 43 52 0.019 0.08
Protect my health 41 35 54 <0.001 0.18
Have a normal life 8 8 8 0.823 0.02
Due to labor obligation 3 3 2 0.992 0.02
For social pressure 2 2 3 0.369 0.03

n= 853; nVGN= 587; nVGT= 266. To protect significant others & vulnerable people: For protecting those significant others (and vulnerable) people (e.g., family, friends); To have a normal Life: To be able to
go on with my normal life (travel, go out, etc.). Chi-square; Effect size ⌀= 0.10 (small); ⌀= 0.30 (medium); ⌀= 0.5 (large).
VGN vegans, VGT vegetarians.

Table 7 Differences between vegans and non-vegans regarding other factors related to their veg* lifestyle and animal protection.

Total M (SD) VGN M (SD) VGT M (SD) p-value Effect size

Vac. coherence Vega 3.12 (1.64) 2.97 (1.40) 3.49 (1.35) <0.001 0.25
Veg* influence 2.05 (1.39) 2.23 (1.46) 1.65 (1.15) <0.001 0.22
Good cause 2.18 (1.24) 1.92 (1.14) 2.75 (1.24) <0.001 0.38
Implies animal suff. 3.92 (0.95) 4.19 (0.90) 3.55 (0.92) <0.001 0.39
Animal suff. in account 3.13 (1.35) 3.39 (1.31) 2.38 (1.16) <0.001 0.43

nVGN= 523; nVGT= 211. N= 853; nVGN= 587; nVGT= 266. Likert scale of 5 points with 1 indicating “Strongly disagree” and 5 “Strongly agree”. Mann–Whitney U. Effect size r= 0.10 (small); r= 0.30
(medium); r= 0.5 (large).
VGN vegans, VGT vegetarians, Vac. coherent extent of the COVID-19 vaccine is in line with your veg* lifestyle/philosophy. Veg* influence extent to which the veg* lifestyle/philosophy has affected your
decision on whether or not to receive the vaccine, Implies animal suffering currently, the COVID-19 vaccine embodies animal suffering, Animal suff. in account I took animal suffering into account, Good
cause animal testing of the COVID-19 vaccine is for a good cause, the common good, Vac. coherence level of coherence of the vaccine with your lifestyle veg, Veg* influence level of influence of veg* style.
aN:734 (exclude those who answered I did not think about it).
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χ2(4, N= 645)= 0.18, p < 0.001; [censorship] χ2(4,
N= 645)= 0.59, p < 0.001). In addition, they are related to
attitudes toward vaccination, trust in different social actors, and
the use of information sources (see Table 12 in Annex).

Factors influencing the decision to be vaccinated. To investigate
the drivers of inclination to vaccinate within the total sample and
each group, we conducted a binomial logistic regression, with the
probability of vaccination (No/Yes) as the dependent variable.
The following independent variables were included in the ana-
lysis: being vegan (versus vegetarian), vaccine attributes (safety,
effectiveness, coherence, implications for animal suffering), trust
in social actors, sources of information (in general and regarding
COVID-19 issues), perceived censorship, and perceived stress
(2020 and 2021) and sociodemographic variables (age, gender,
educational level, countries of residence, and political ideology) as
control variables. We first analyzed only the influence of vegan-
ism in the model. In the second step, non-significant variables
were excluded using a joint omitted variables approach to

improve the model fit. We analyzed the whole sample and the two
groups (vegans and vegetarians) separately (see Tables 13–15 in
the Annex for more models).

When we analyzed the factor of being vegan versus vegetarian
in the decision to vaccinate, we found that it significantly and
negatively influenced the decision to vaccinate (Model #1).
However, the explanatory value was very low, as shown by the
two pseudo-R2s (R2McFadden or R²McF; R2Nagelkerke or R²N),
which accounted for 2% and 3% of the variability.

In the final binomial logistic regression, keeping all significant
variables together (Model #2) showed five significant predictors of
the vaccination decision for the whole sample. As shown in
Table 10, participants were significantly more likely to be
vaccinated if they considered the vaccine safe for humans,
effective against COVID-19, and coherent with their veg* values.
Furthermore, participants who exhibited lower trust in non-
pharmaceutical companies or higher trust in media sources were
significantly more inclined to get vaccinated. More importantly,
identifying as vegan (versus vegetarian) was no longer a
significant predictor of the decision to vaccinate when considered

Table 8 Differences between vegans and non-vegans regarding the perceived level of trust in decisions made on COVID-19
issues by different groups.

Level of trust Total M (SD) VGN M (SD) VGT M (SD) p-value Effect size

Healthcare 4.30 (0.99) 4.24 (1.04) 4.43 (0.85) 0.021 0.09
Scientist 4.02 (1.04) 3.89 (1.11) 4.40 (0.82) <0.001 0.20
Intergov.Instit. 3.02 (1.01) 2.96 (1.01) 3.15 (0.96) 0.007 0.11
NGOs 3.08 (1.01) 3.07 (1.01) 3.11 (1.02) 0.597 0.02
Government 2.70 (1.02) 2.67 (1.02) 2.75 (1.02) 0.228 0.05
Pharmaceutical 2.52 (1.05) 2.42 (1.04) 2.74 (1.01) <0.001 0.17
No Pharmaceutical 2.42 (0.88) 2.43 (0.87) 2.40 (1.03) 0.853 0.01
Media 2.27 (0.92) 2.25 (0.93) 2.32 (0.91) 0.230 0.05

n= 853; nVGN= 587; nVGT= 266.Trust: confident that these groups have done the right thing during COVID-19; Likert scale of 5 points with 1 indicating “Strongly disagree” and 5 “Strongly agree”.
Mann–Whitney U. Effect size r= <0.3 (low); r= >0.3 < 0.5 (moderate); r= >0.5 (high).
VGN vegans, VGT vegetarians, Intergov. Instit. Intergovernmental Institutions (WHO, Agencies, etc.), Government Governments (state, federal, local, etc.), Media Media, Pharmaceutical pharmaceutical
companies, No Pharmaceutical non-pharmaceutical companies or business, NGOs NGOs, non-profit organizations, Scientist Scientist, Healthcare Healthcare personnel.

Table 9 Differences between vegans and non-vegans regarding the sources of information used to get informed about general
issues and Covid-19, and level of perceived censorship of information on Covid-19 issues.

Total M (SD) VGN M (SD) VGT M (SD) p-value Effect size

Media covering
general Issues
Traditional 3.08 (1.14) 3.00 (1.15) 3.26 (1.08) 0.003 0.12
Alternative 3.22 (1.09) 3.27 (1.09) 3.11 (1.08) 0.046 0.08
Social Media 3.33 (1.15) 3.34 (1.12) 3.29 (1.19) 0.606 0.02
Inner Circle 2.93 (0.99) 2.90 (1.00) 2.98 (0.97) 0.240 0.05
Experts 3.29 (1.13) 3.30 (1.15) 3.28 (1.11) 0.903 0.01
Media covering
COVID-19 Issues
Traditional 3.28 (1.17) 3.19 (1.19) 3.46 (1.10) 0.002 0.13
Alternative 3.00 (1.16) 3.01 (1.17) 2.97 (1.16) 0.680 0.03
Social Media 2.77 (1.28) 2.74 (1.27) 2.82 (1.31) 0.375 0.04
Inner Circle 2.68 (1.08) 2.60 (1.10) 2.84 (1.03) 0.002 0.13
Experts 3.30 (1.26) 3.28 (1.26) 3.33 (1.26) 0.542 0.02
Censorship 3.00 (1.17) 3.06 (1.18) 2.88 (1.11) 0.041 0.08
Stress
2020 3.26 (1.30) 3.15 (1.32) 3.51 (1.22) <0.001 0.15
2021 2.18 (1.10) 2.13 (1.09) 2.28 (1.11) 0.051 0.08

n= 853; nVGN= 587; nVGT= 266. Mann–Whitney U. Effect size r= <0.3 (low); r= >0.3 <0.5 (moderate); r= >0.5 (high).
VGN vegans, VGT vegetarians, Traditional media both digital and no digital platforms associated with large media groups), Alternative media both digital and no digital platforms not associated with large
media groups, Social networks Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc., Inner Circle inner circle, such as family, friends, etc., Experts experts, such as sociologists, psychologists, political scientists, doctors,
philosophers, etc., Censorship perception of censorship of information on COVID-19, Stress level of stress/concern with Covid-19; 2020/2021: Level of stress/concern with Covid-19 during 2020 and
2021.
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alongside other variables in our statistical model. Mediation
effects in the model could explain this, as we found vaccine safety,
veg* coherence, and trust as mediators during the analyses (see
Table 13 in Annex). The final model fit measures indicated a good
fit with lower complexity (AIC= 339; BIC= 400). The two
pseudo-R2 showed that the model explained 56% and 66% of the
variability.

We found some differences when we analyzed the groups
separately (Table 10). In the vegan group, three factors influenced
the likelihood of being vaccinated. Specifically, having a positive
perception of the vaccine’s safety for humans, the vaccine’s
efficacy, and the perception of its coherence with their vegan
lifestyle/philosophy increased the likelihood of vaccination. The
two pseudo-R2 showed that the model explained 51% (R²McF)
and 63% (R²N) of the variability. In the vegetarian group, only
having a positive perception of the vaccine’s safety for humans
increased the likelihood of vaccination. In this case, the two
pseudo-R2 tests showed that the model explained 70% (R²McF)
and 74% (R²N) of the variability.

Discussion
Despite the persistent exploitation of nonhuman animals for
human benefit across industries, there is growing recognition of
animals as sentient beings—a status that is catalyzing legislative
protections, integration of welfare policies into corporate practices,
and changes in individual behaviors in different countries (Animal
Welfare (Sentience) Act, 2022; Blattner, 2019; Harris, 2021; Ley 17/
2021, 2021; Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,
2009). Primarily driven by animal advocates, the movement is
diverse and dynamic, and rooted in varied philosophical beliefs
(Wolf, 2014) that give rise to numerous moral positions and lifestyle
choices regarding animal defence and human use. Animal experi-
mentation emerges within this field as an especially contentious
subject, stirring up division within the animal advocacy movement
and sparking vigorous ethical discourse. Faced with COVID-19, a
global crisis of unprecedented proportions, the challenge to this
movement was also unprecedented. To our knowledge, our study is
the first to explore the specific reactions of self-identified ethical
vegans and vegetarians to the dilemmas posed by the COVID-19
crisis, exploring their attitudes, behavior, and experiences during
2020 and 2021. We now turn to the key findings of our research.

Despite its exploratory nature, our study reveals distinct dif-
ferences between vegans and vegetarians during the COVID-19
crisis. Our findings broadly delineate the following differences: (i)
attitudes and behavior towards vaccination and vaccination rates;
(ii) motivations behind choosing to vaccinate and factors
explaining their decision to be vaccinated; (iii) perceptions of
vaccination consistency with their veg* lifestyle or philosophy;
(iv) degrees of conformity with decisions from social actors and
crisis-related information; and (v) preferences for traditional
information sources on general and COVID-19 specific topics
and level of perceived censorship.

Firstly, our vegan respondents are less complacent about vac-
cination during the COVID-19 crisis than vegetarians. Specifi-
cally, vegans show a more negative view of vaccinations,
mandatory regulations, and restrictive passports than vegetarians.
We also found significant differences between vaccination rates,
with fewer vegans being vaccinated. Furthermore, vegans show
greater intention to remain unvaccinated as well as more reluc-
tance to continue vaccination when they are already vaccinated.
Additionally, vegans not only consider that there has been a
higher degree of censorship than vegetarians but also have less
trust in the three institutions that made critical decisions during
the crisis: intergovernmental bodies, pharmaceutical companies,
and scientists. Thus, our results suggest that there is a differenceT
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of opinion between vegans and vegetarians regarding the
response of institutions and society to vaccination, which places
vegans in a more critical stance towards an activity that involves
animal testing. This finding aligns with the fact that the literature
critical of animal experimentation is typically led by vegan
authors (e.g., Horta and Cancino-Rodezno, 2022).

Vaccination rates within our sample—82% for vegans and 94%
for vegetarians—surpass the international averages recorded
during our study period, which ranged from 62% to 82% (these
international averages include the ten countries that account for
87% of our respondents). However, it is crucial to recognize the
challenges in comparing vaccination data, especially coming from
different countries. Consistent, comparable, and internationally
aggregated data are scarce. Caution is advised when comparing
the number of doses received between the two groups and
internationally, as the disparity may be due to multiple factors
beyond lifestyle (or diet) choices to including areas or country-
specific vaccine accessibility, specific indications for each vaccine
brand, public health recommendations, or vaccination protocols.

Secondly, the motivations for vaccination varied between
vegetarians and vegans. Although both vegans and vegetarians
consider the protection of others as a primary reason for vacci-
nation, it is noteworthy that vegans attach comparatively less
importance to the protection of their personal health. This result
is reinforced in the logistic regression when it turns out that, for
vegetarians, the factor that explains a large amount of variance is
the concept of human security. In contrast, for vegans, the like-
lihood of vaccination was explained by multiple factors, including
the assessment of the level of consistency of the vaccine with their
philosophy of life. This difference may suggest a variation in
motivational focus, with vegans showing a relatively more com-
plex decision and higher priority on altruism. This pattern sup-
ports previous findings, including those indicating that vegans
score higher levels on several aspects of “heartfulness” than
vegetarians (Voll et al., 2023), a quality associated with mind-
fulness and prosocial behavior—characterized by caring, com-
passion, gratitude, and nurturance. Additional research has
shown that vegetarians and vegans differ in their empathic
responses at the neural level; specifically, vegans show more
intense activation of the mirror neuron motor system and brain
structures linked to empathy, social cognition, and prosocial
behavior (Filippi et al., 2010, 2013; Moya-Albiol et al., 2010). This
distinction is relevant, as it has been established that an egali-
tarian attitude towards animals and humans shares empathy as
the underlying factor (e.g., Braunsberger and Flamm, 2019).

Thirdly, vegans stated that their values significantly influenced
their vaccination decisions more than vegetarians. Additionally,
they were more likely to question the justification that animal
testing of vaccines was done for a good cause and to recognize the
animal suffering involved in the development of the COVID-19
vaccine. This increased awareness and the idea that experi-
mentation is directly and strongly related to vegan concerns
rather than vegetarianism may explain this difference. However, it
should be noted that, as mentioned above, being vegan or vege-
tarian was not a good predictor of the final decision to vaccinate.

Lastly, and importantly, a higher percentage of vegans than
vegetarians felt that vaccination did not align with their lifestyle
or philosophy, thus explicitly acknowledging a direct conflict
between their values and their attitudes and behaviors towards
COVID-19 vaccination. This perception is not only reflected in
the vegans’ statements but is supported by other analyses. Thus,
data suggest a more significant cognitive dissonance among
vegans, leading to a stronger sense of compromised values.

That said, it is remarkable that, although vegans showed more
reluctance or suspicion towards vaccination than vegetarians—
and despite initial reluctance towards vaccination—a large

majority of vegans eventually demonstrated a high acceptance of
vaccines during the health crisis. This apparent contradiction
between their convictions and their actions leads to a crucial
question: What were the underlying reasons that led vegans to
compromise their moral values or relax their altruistic principles
against animal experimentation? We propose two main factors
that may have influenced this decision: (1) social stress and
perceived peer pressure; and (2) the complex moral dilemmas
that animal experimentation poses for its ethics.

On the one hand, social stress, and pressure, exacerbated
during the pandemic, could have played an important role since it
has been pointed out as a common factor in vaccination behavior
in the general population, including getting vaccinated because of
expectations and feelings of being “targeted” or “bullied” (Lin
et al., 2022; Walsh et al., 2022). Thus, we might think that peer
influence and the feeling of being judged or even bullied might
have led to decisions that would not otherwise be made. As
mentioned at the beginning of this article, we have seen that the
debate on vegans and vaccination has been part of mainstream
media during the COVID-19 crisis with consistency, unlike the
one towards the veggie community. Moreover, although we
observed significant differences in the consumption of informa-
tion about COVID-19 in traditional media by the two groups,
vegans have relied heavily on them for information about crisis-
related issues, even more so than for other issues. This shows the
high likelihood that vegans anticipate vegan stigma—especially
with the media’s well-known speciesist bias (Khazaal and
Almiron, 2016), stigmatization of animal rights advocacy
(MacInnis and Hodson, 2021) and stigmatization for disrupting
social conventions (Markowski and Roxburgh, 2019).

It is worth noting that COVID-19 has been starkly politicized
and polarized since the beginning. In some countries, acceptance
or rejection of the measures, including the progressive media,
labeling vaccine dissent as sheer science denial (Bardon, 2021).
Although the risk of being discriminated against for not being
vaccinated was also high regardless of being vegan or not (Bor
et al., 2023; Caplan, 2022; Schuessler et al., 2022), this is likely to
have a more significant impact on vegans. The stigmatization of
all types of dissent as anti-vax, science denial, free-riders, and
misinformation (Francés et al., 2021) instead of engaging with
reasonable concerns (Pruski, 2021) was a threat to critical
thinking in general but likely had a higher impact on a com-
munity like vegans—already singled and stereotyped by media
(Cole, 2015)—as marketing efforts for canceling the “vegan
identity” in COVID-19 vaccination showed (Beverland, 2022).

Overall, the period saw unprecedented political, corporate, and
media pressure on all citizens to accept the vaccine as the only
solution—a pharmacological treatment that involved animal
experimentation—which may have had a more significant impact
on the psychology of vegans due to their willingness to avoid
further stigmatization. It is well known that in times of crisis, the
public and the media tend to “rally around the flag”, leading to
more unreserved support for the authorities and less criticism (a
term coined by Mueller, 1973; also identified for the COVID-19
crisis, Cunningham, 2020). In the case of COVID-19, the period
experienced a pervasive and relatively homogeneous media and
corporate representation of the crisis based on war metaphors
(Chatti, 2021; Gui, 2021; Panzeri et al., 2021; Wicke and
Bolognesi, 2020; Uysal and Aksak, 2022), fear and propaganda
(Broudy and Hoop, 2021; Francés et al., 2021; Nwakpoke Ogbodo
et al., 2020) and patriotism (Almiron et al., 2022; Basir et al.,
2020) following the political authorities’ narrative (Castro Seixas,
2020; Loayssa and Petruccelli, 2022) under the intense lobbying of
the pharmaceutical industry (Corporate Europe Observatory,
2021; Deruelle, 2022; Fang, 2021). All this emphasizes the
imperative of vaccination and puts extraordinary pressure on the
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whole population, including the veg* community, especially
vegans. As Park and Kim (2022) pointed out, “the pandemic
certainly produced dramatic changes in vegans’ lives and some-
times even escalated tensions between vegans and nonvegans”
(p. 8).

In terms of animal testing, the discursive positioning of the
COVID-19 vaccine may pose a significant challenge to vegan
values. Currently, there are no animal-free alternatives for many
conventional drugs and medical procedures—there was none for
the COVID-19 vaccines—as well as no animal-free alternative
medicine in general for vegan individuals favoring options dif-
ferent from chemically synthesized drugs. However, this ethical
challenge does not have a single or straightforward interpretation.
For instance, amid the crisis, the Vegan Society reminded that the
definition of veganism includes the idea that “‘it is not always
possible or feasible for vegans to avoid the use of animals,” which,
they added, is particularly relevant to medical situations. Fur-
thermore, even though the vegan organization directly acknowl-
edges that the COVID-19 vaccine is tested on animals, it defends
its acceptance because “it is playing a key role in tackling the
pandemic and saving lives” (“Vegan Society response to COVID-
19 vaccine”, 2020). The notion that veganism is about choosing
the ‘least bad’ option when it comes to animal suffering is widely
understood. Similarly, the narrative promoted by PETA (2021)
and The Vegan Society (2020), among others, suggests that
vegans must first take care of themselves to be capable of taking
care of other animals. However, this does not imply that vegans
are compelled to use animal-based medicines; choosing the “least
bad” option does not mean that one must always choose a bad
option. They may opt out entirely, just as other members of
society might. Although not rigorously studied for this move-
ment, the ethical dilemmas posed by animal experimentation are
likely one of the sources of significant controversy amongst
vegans, linked to human health and a dominant biomedical
paradigm that often leaves little room for alternative health
models (Sheldrake, 2012; Morcan and Morcan, 2015). While
vegans call for the abolition of animal experimentation, there is a
broad spectrum of beliefs on what is considered acceptable
practice in the interim. Peter Singer, for instance, has defended
animal experimentation under limited and specified circum-
stances (Crawley, 2006).

Lastly, the challenges raised by animal experimentation also
bring contradictions to the surface about the values vegans hold.
While veganism is a philosophy of life and social movement that
opposes violence towards nonhuman animals, vegans have a
different rating scale for different forms of violence. The latter is
reflected in our results when we asked vegans about their
acceptance of animal use. We found that, compared to use in
clothing, food, and entertainment, animal testing is the category
least condemned by vegans.

In summary, our findings illuminate the contrasts in how
vegans and vegetarians navigated the COVID-19 crisis—with
vegans displaying less conformity but, ultimately, facing a pro-
found and greater compromise of their core ethical values.

Our study has illuminated some aspects of the behavioral
responses of vegetarians and vegans during the COVID-19 vac-
cination campaign. Nevertheless, it is essential to recognize the
limitations that accompany our findings and to contemplate their
influence on the study’s scope and applicability. First, relying on
self-reported data from questionnaires was appropriate for our
focus on self-identification but may not fully capture the beha-
vioral adherence to ethical vegan or vegetarian lifestyles. Addi-
tionally, questionnaires were distributed and collected via
convenience and snowball sampling methods. While these are
common approaches, they present three fundamental limitations:
the sample sizes are relatively small compared to the overall veg*

population, participant numbers vary by country, and the results
cannot be deemed statistically representative of the entire veg*
community.

Third, our approach treated ethical vegans and vegetarians as a
single, unified group. Future research might be enhanced by
delving into the nuances within each group. Such studies could
investigate participants’ personal interpretations of veganism or
vegetarianism and the duration and strictness with which they
follow these lifestyles. Considering the importance of these vari-
ables in the adoption process and the construction of individual
and social identity (Nezlek and Forestell, 2020; Rosenfeld and
Burrow (2018), could provide valuable insights into the matter.
Political ideology may also influence perspectives on vaccination
and responses to the crisis, with those holding critical views of
political and economic institutions (e.g., veganarchists) possibly
exhibiting more negative attitudes.

Lastly, our research prompts questions that extend beyond the
scope of the quantitative approach. A significant limitation lies in
the complexity of ethical dilemmas, which quantitative data alone
cannot fully encapsulate. Vaccination decisions are emotionally
charged and imbued with moral significance, particularly for
individuals committed to animal advocacy. This study has pri-
marily taken a cognitivist approach, focusing on rational vari-
ables. However, the subtleties of ethical decision-making—such as
how individuals reconcile their values with the choice to vaccinate
—represent a complex landscape that our methods could not
thoroughly investigate. Moreover, the delicate equilibrium
between public health imperatives and personal ethical beliefs has
posed a moral quandary for many, prompting a spectrum of
responses influenced by ethical, emotional, and social factors.
While comprehensive, our study may not have captured the full
intricacy of the veg* community’s response to the crisis, including
the roles of individual rationalizations. Future research would
thus benefit from qualitative methodologies that delve into the
psychological, social, and moral terrains navigated by vegans in
decision-making processes. In-depth interviews could illuminate
the internal conflicts and justifications surrounding vaccination
decisions. Narrative analysis might also reveal how vegans and
vegetarians construct their identities and make health-related
decisions amidst societal pressures and ethical dilemmas.
Adopting a qualitative perspective would complement our find-
ings and provide a richer understanding of the lived experiences
of vegetarians and vegans during this unparalleled global health
crisis. Moreover, pursuing these lines of inquiry would contribute
to the broader discourse on how vegetarians and vegans manage
contradictions in a non-vegan world, an area of interest that has
been notably explored by other authors (e.g., Greenebaum, 2012).

Conclusion
The veg* community encountered significant challenges to their
values during COVID-19, particularly regarding vaccination
decisions. With the vaccine—a product based on animal experi-
mentation—presented as the sole solution to end the crisis and
promoted by government authorities and the media, these indi-
viduals faced profound ethical decisions. This exploratory
research has presented findings that compare the responses of
ethical vegans and vegetarians to the vaccination challenge. Our
results indicate that the veg* community is diverse, with vegans
exhibiting the least conformist attitudes and behaviors towards
the pandemic management measures. Nonetheless, the findings
also reveal that despite their critical stance and their aim to
protect vulnerable populations, the vegan community has largely
compromised their moral values by accepting the vaccine. This
research enhances the expanding field of veg* studies and animal
rights literature by exploring how a health crisis impacts the
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behaviors and perspectives of ethical vegetarians and vegans. Our
study also contributes to shed light on the challenges and biases
that a minority group, such as vegans, may face and how they
cope with the pressure to go against the mainstream at a time
when society is polarized by a single possible discourse that goes
against its moral values.

Data availability
The datasets generated and analyzed during the current study are
available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Notes
1 In this paper, the term veg* will be used to include both vegetarian and vegan options.
2 In this paper, we use non-speciesist language, that is, we avoid using language that
commodifies and objectifies nonhuman animals-like singular words used for
collectives and thus hiding the individuals in them (fish, sheep, etc.).

3 For instance, Akhtar (2012a, 2012b) revealed that only 8% of new compounds passing
preclinical tests (where animal experimentation is involved) reach the market. The
92% failing to make it to the market proved to be ineffective and/or unsafe in humans.
This leads this and other authors to define animal experimentation not only as
unethical but also as unreliable and unnecessary.

4 From January 2023, the US Food and Drugs Administration no longer needs to require
animal testing before human trials of drugs (Wadman, 2023). https://www.science.org/
content/article/fda-no-longer-needs-require-animal-tests-human-drug-trials.
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